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ART ACTIVITY:
Understanding Landscape and Geological Maps
Using Colour to Understand Geology

TIME NEEDED: 60 minutes or 2 x 40 minutes (session 2 will involve painting)
AGE: Year 6
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Knowledge: Geology, landscape of the UK, cartography
Skills: Geological map reading, colour mixing

MATERIALS: Printouts of the interactive map (see instructions) one per child, paints (preferably watercolour
tins but others will do), water pots, small brushes. Extra paper for trying out colour.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TEACHERS:
• Introduce the children to the pioneering cartographer William Smith through a video here.
His maps are here. Useful section maps by Smith are here. Maybe return to earlier learning about
sedimentary rock, if necessary.
• After the activity ‘Use Colour like Smith’ below, you will focus on the geology of the UK.
Background information to this is here.
• Then use the UK interactive map here. Put this on the whiteboard and remove the rock colours one at
a time, the youngest first (Quaternary, Neogene and Palaeogene). You can see what rock is in your area.
Print out an enlarged line section of your local landscape that includes various strata, suitable for the
children to paint. Together you can find what rocks make up your landscape, then they can use the
geological colours to paint the different layers, in the way Smith used colour.

ACTIVITY FOR CHILDREN: Use Colour like Smith!
•

•

•
•

Smith included place names on his maps as well as showing
the rocks on the surface of the earth. Why is it important
to know what rock is in a particular place?
Smith assigned different colours to the rocks. He tried to
keep the colour similar to the actual rock, for example his
chalky grasslands were green.
He used darker shades at the base of each layer and
lighter shades at the top of each layer.
Note the shapes of the layers of rock. How would
you describe them? Why do you think the layers
are shaped like this?
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•

Work with your teacher to study and paint the geological map of the UK. Paint a section of the map using
colour the way Smith used it.

Click for link
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